Assembly Bill of Materials

Texas Instruments

Item | Designator | Description | Ref | Manufacturer | Part Number | Quantity | Required | Supplier 1 | Supplier 2 | Alternate Manufacturer | Alternate PartNumber
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 | JP1, JP2, JP3, JP4, JP5, JP6, JF7 | Header, 100mil, 2x1, Gold, TH | Y | Yageo America | GRM188R60J226MEA0D | 100 | | | | |
2 | C1, C8, C11 | cap, cerm, 10uF | Y | Yageo America | CRCW0603200KFKEA | 100 | | | Digi-Key | |
3 | C2, C4, C6, C7 | cap, cerm, 22uF, 20V | Y | Yageo America | CRCW060380K6FKEA | 100 | | | Digi-Key | |
4 | C3 | cap, cerm, 22uF, 20V, ±20% | Y | Texas Instruments | TPS63802DLAT | 1 | | | | |
5 | C5 | cap, TA, 69uF, 20V, ±10% | Y | Texas Instruments | TPS63802DLAT | 1 | | | | |
6 | C9, C12 | cap, cerm, 0.1uF | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW060356K2FKEA | 1 | | | | |
7 | C19 | cap, cerm, 1000pF | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 1 | | | | |
8 | D1 | diode, zener, 4.44V, 500mA | Y | Texas Instruments | 78-SIA445EDJT-T1-GE3 | 100 | | | | |
9 | D2, D3 | led, blue, smd | Y | Texas Instruments | TTW-104-07-G-S | 1 | | | | |
10 | FD1, FD2, FD3 | fast wheelchair, there is nothing to buy or mount | Y | Texas Instruments | 12X9113 | 1 | | | | |
11 | J1, J2, J10 | header, 100mil, 6x1, gold, th | Y | Texas Instruments | TSW-102-07-G-S | 100 | | | | |
12 | J3 | header, 100mil, 2x1, gold, th | Y | Texas Instruments | TSW-102-07-G-S | 100 | | | | |
13 | J4, J5, J6, J7, J8 | header, 100mil, 3x1, gold, th | Y | Texas Instruments | TSW-103-07-G-S | 600 | | | | |
14 | J9 | header, 100mil, 4x1, gold, th | Y | Texas Instruments | TSW-104-07-G-S | 100 | | | | |
15 | J11 | header, 100mil, 2x1, gold, th | Y | Texas Instruments | TSW-103-07-G-S | 100 | | | | |
16 | L1 | inductor, shield, composite, 470mH, 3.5A, 0.007ohm, smd | Y | Texas Instruments | LM4041DIDCKR | 1 | | | | |
17 | Q1 | transistor, npn, 20V, 2A | Y | Texas Instruments | 2SA9322EBTL | 100 | | | | |
18 | Q2 | nbfet, pch, 20V, ±10% power| Y | Texas Instruments | TPS63802DLAT | 1 | | | | |
19 | R1, R8, Rb | res, 511K, 0.1%, 0.063 | Y | Texas Instruments | 490-1303-1-ND | 100 | | | | |
20 | R2, R7 | res, 162.2K, 1%, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
21 | R3 | res, 60K, 0.1%, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
22 | R4 | res, 100K, 0.1%, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
23 | R5, R6 | res, 100K, 0.1%, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
24 | R9 | res, 100K, 0.1%, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
25 | R10 | res, 100K, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
26 | R11 | res, 100K, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
27 | R12 | res, 200K, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
28 | R13 | res, 100K, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
29 | R14 | res, 200K, 0.1% | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW06031K00FKEA | 100 | | | | |
30 | R15, R16 | res, 473K | Y | Texas Instruments | CRCW060380K6FKEA | 100 | | | | |
31 | S1 | switch, tactile, spst no, 0.12A, SMD | Y | Texas Instruments | TP588302D4AR | 100 | | | | |
32 | U1 | high current, high efficiency single inductor buck-boost converter, DLA0010A (VSDB-15-10) | Y | Texas Instruments | TPS63802DLAT | 100 | | | | |
33 | U2 | microcontroller with 16KB FRAM, 4KB RAM, 12 IO, 4 Timers | Y | Texas Instruments | MSP430F2433 | 100 | | | | |
34 | U3 | adjustable precision micropower short voltage reference, 1.0% accuracy, 15ppm/degC, 12nA, -40 to 85degC, 5-15v | Y | Texas Instruments | LM4011DCXKR | 100 | | | | |
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